Interdigital electrodes (IDE) coated with ion-imprinted polymers (IIP) as recognition materials have been tested for screening and ion quantification. For screening of receptors, three polymer systems based on styrene (Sty), N-vinylpyrrolidone (NVP), and Styco-NVP were examined to identify an efficient recognition system for mercury ions in an aqueous environment. Results showed that all these polymeric systems can detect analyte even in very low concentration, that is, 10 ppm. Ion-imprinted polystyrene system proved to be an ideal receptor for detecting mercury ions in solution with a detection limit of 2 ppm. The sensitivity of ion-imprinted copolymeric system was further enhanced by making its composite with graphene oxide, and estimated detection limit of composite system was around 1 ppm. Ion-imprinted Sty-co-NVP graphene composite-based sensor system exhibits 2 to 5 times higher sensor response towards templated analyte in comparison to other polymer-based sensor systems. Moreover, the composite-based sensor shows very low or negligible response to competing metal ions with similar or different oxidation states such as Zn, Mg, Na, and As metal ions.
Introduction
Heavy metals are widely distributed pollutants in aqueous environment, and these are highly toxic to humans and animals even at trace levels [1] . Mercury (II), among other heavy metals, becomes more toxic in aqueous solution when it transforms [2] biologically or chemically to its organic form as methyl mercury, due to its bioaccumulation in living bodies [3, 4] . Mercury is one of the most hazardous elements for human health because of its relative solubility in water and its tendency to accumulate in human body tissues [5] and causes weakness, neurological damage, and chromosomal mutation [6, 7] . Therefore, its detection and quantification in water are of substantial importance. Numerous analytical methods and techniques, such as cold vapor atomic absorption spectrometry, atomic fluorescence spectrometry, and inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry, have been intensively developed for its quantification [8] [9] [10] . These techniques are expensive and require trained personnel, and certain complicated processes are involved prior to final analysis. Therefore, development of cost-effective, simple, and robust tools for the detection of heavy metals has attracted considerable interest of analytical chemists which leads to the fabrication of sensors. Limited numbers of reports are available in this field [11] [12] [13] [14] , and these sensors bear complications and limitations regarding sensitivity, selectivity, and detection of ultra-low concentration of mercury ions (e.g., ppt level) in environmental and food samples [15] . Molecular imprinting offers a straight forward and targeted method for producing such polymeric artificial receptors which contains analytespecific molecular recognition properties [16] [17] [18] . The general principle of molecular imprinting is based on procedures (as shown in Figure 1 ) where functional monomer and crosslinkers are polymerized in the presence of a target analyte (the imprinting molecule), which acts as a template. The polymerization process can be performed by reversible covalent and noncovalent interactions between monomers and imprinting molecules.
The imprinting of smaller ionic molecules like metal ions [19] is a tedious task especially from selectivity point of view. In this manuscript, we designed ion-imprinted polymers for Hg determination in water with remarkable selectivity by using interdigital electrodes (IDEs) as transducer. Furthermore, the sensitivity and selectivity parameters were optimized by using a MIPs/functionalized graphene composite as receptors. 
Materials and Methods

Nonimprinted Polymer.
Nonimprinted polymer (NIP) was prepared by following the above-mentioned procedure but without adding any template (HgI 2 ).
Immobilization of Receptors onto Transducer and
Measurements. Thin films (80-100 nm thickness) of receptors were prepared onto the interdigital electrodes (IDEs) by spin coating 10 μL of solution at 2500 rpm. Afterward, thin films were dried overnight at 80°C and then washed with distilled water to remove the template. LCR meter (IET 7600 Plus precision LCR meter) was used to measure various concentrations of analyte and competing ions at 20 Hz and 1000 Hz. The synthetic procedure and measuring setup are shown in Figure 2 .
Results and Discussions
Ion-imprinted polymer (IIP), coated on transducer (IDE) surface, contains recognition cavities to selectively bind mercuric ions. The incorporation of templated ions, from sample solution, into these cavities results in changing electrical properties of IIP-coated layer. Conductivity of IIP layer increases with incorporation of metal ions into recognition sites. Thus, conductance of IIP layer is directly proportional to metal ion concentration incorporated into the cavities. NVP-based Hg 2+ -imprinted receptor system was synthesized by using EGDMA as crosslinker. Polymer system interacts with Hg 2+ ions via electron-enriched entities present in their structure. Sensitivity of polymer systems was analysed through exposing them to various concentrations of templated ion ranging from 90-10 ppm as shown in Figure 3 . The conductance of IIP layer at 90 ppm was 69 μS which reduces to 56, 50, 46, and 35 μS at 70, 50, 30, and 10 ppm, respectively. The sensor system shows a quite linear response: the conductivity decreases with decreasing concentration of analyte. Nonimprinted polymer expressed almost very negligible response while exposing to various analyte concentrations. The estimated value of LOD, measured from calibration curve, is around 4 ppm.
The sensitivity of styrene-based IIP was investigated while exposing to various concentrations of templated ions. The metal ion undergoes coordination or chelation with electron-rich entities present in polymer material. The sensor showed a response of 103 μS at 90 ppm of analyte concentration. By lowering analyte concentration from 90 to 10 ppm, the sensor response decreased to 54 Hz. At 70, 50, and 30 ppm of analyte concentration, the conductivity of material shifts from 92, 78, to 67 μS, respectively. The response of NIP is almost negligible as compared to ion-imprinted-based sensor system as shown in Figure 4 . The lowest detection limit of styrene-based polymer was around 2 ppm, estimated from calibration curve.
Styrene is a hydrophobic monomer with no special functionality. The role it may play in polymer formation is to form an imprint of the Hg 2+ ion where it could specifically fix and coordinate with the crosslinking agent, that is, EGDMA. It thus induces geometric fit cavities in IIP, which enable polymer matrix for selective incorporation of templated ions. It is notable from the above results that Journal of Sensors polystyrene-based polymer produces higher sensor effect than NVP system due to its aromaticity and functionality. Ion-imprinted copolymer system based on Sty and NVP was also synthesized (radical copolymerization) to analyse its interaction towards templated analyte. The amide group of NVP has a high binding affinity for several molecules due to its polar nature and has been copolymerized with a variety of monomers [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . N-vinylpyrrolidone can copolymerize with styrene and yields maximum sensor signal [25] .
Sensitivity of copolymer system was investigated through exposing it to different analyte concentrations as shown in Figure 5 . The sensor response based on copolymer system towards 90 ppm analyte concentration was 96 μS which was decreased to 81, 70, 56, and 38 μS at 70, 50, 30, and 10 ppm, respectively. The graph depicts a linear-and concentrationdependent sensor response. The estimated lowest detection limit of ion-imprinted copolymer sensor system is around 2 ppm.
To achieve higher sensitivity and excellent performances, the structure of imprinted material was optimized in such a way that recognition sites should be situated at the surface or in the proximity of material surface. Graphene, with unique mechanical properties and extremely large area, is an excellent candidate as a supporting material for preparing imprinted materials. The prepared IIPs would be in possession of large surface area in case the polymerization occurs at the surface of graphene sheets (GS). The binding sites in the outer layer of IIP composite provide complete removal of templates, improve accessibility to target species, and reduce its binding time. Graphene oxide is a typical pseudo two-dimensional oxygen containing solid in bulk form, which possesses functional groups including hydroxyl, epoxide, and carboxyl [26] [27] [28] . Graphene oxide, covalently and noncovalently, is known to attach both small molecules and polymers to its reactive oxygen functionalities [29] . The sensitivity of IIP-graphene composite system substantially enhanced towards its templated analyte attributed to the excellent electric and mechanical properties of graphene oxide as shown in Figure 6 . At 90 ppm of analyte concentration, there is a drastic increase in the conductance which is 295 μS, in comparison to Sty, NVP, or Sty-co-NVP polymerbased sensor systems. The graph shows a linear response of 272, 246, 201, and 167 μS while exposing to 70, 50, 30, and 10 ppm analyte concentration, respectively. 
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The ratio of monomer to crosslinker was 30 : 70. High crosslinker ratio gives three dimensional spaces that are selective for Hg 2+ ions whereas lower crosslinker ratio in a polymer composition will cause imprinting sites to collapse. The composite-based sensor system is highly sensitive to templated analyte and is the only material responding to concentrations down to 0.9 ppm (estimated by calibration curve) in comparison to simple ion-imprinted polymer-based sensor, as shown in Figure 6 . One of the most important reactions of graphene oxide is its reduction. Electron-rich hydroxyl group and oxygen functionalities on graphene oxide surface interact with electron-deficient mercuric ions present in sample solution.
All ion-imprinted polymeric-and composite-based sensor system exhibits a linear response towards templated analyte, which enhances with an increase in analyte concentrations. All polymer-based systems show sensor response in a similar range; however, an almost 3-fold increase in sensitivity was achieved by making template-specific recognition sites on graphene sheets as shown in Figure 7 . This increase in conductivity of graphene sheets is due to its high surface area in comparison to all other polymer thin films, and secondly, it contributes to sensitivity because of its oxygen and mercuric ion interaction. N-vinylpyrrolidone (NVP) shows good biocompatibility due to their hydrophilic nature and low cytotoxicity [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] . Electron-deficient Hg 2+ ions interact with electron-rich moieties of NVP/ EGDMA. Aqueous environment affects the performance of NVP-based receptors because of their hydrophilic nature. The quality of NVP-based receptors was further improved by copolymerizing it with hydrophobic monomer (styrene).
Sensitivity analysis alone is not sufficient to evaluate a sensor system. Thus, it is very necessary to investigate sensor selectivity by exposing it to structurally related analogues. After removing the template molecules by extraction, a molecularly imprinted polymer was analysed against other metal ions typically, such as Zn 2+ , Mg
2+
, As 3+ , and Na + . These ions were chosen as competitors to evaluate selectivity performance for Hg 2+ -imprinted polymeric and composite systems.
It is evident from Figure 8 that Hg
-imprinted polymers and composites comprise binding sites which are highly , and it further reduces towards metal ions having lower or higher oxidation states.
The fabricated sensor proved to be suitable for heavy metal ion detection in aqueous environment even in the presence of other competing metal ions.
Conclusion
In this work, Hg(II)-imprinted polymeric-and compositebased sensor systems were fabricated by following molecular imprinting approach. Four different receptors were synthesized based on different polymeric systems such as (i) polystyrene, (ii) poly(vinylpyrrolidone), (iii) Sty-co-NVP polymer, and IIP composite of Sty-co-NVP polymer and graphene sheets. Efficiency of these sensor systems was investigated while exposing to their templated analytes. The sensitivity and selectivity of ion-imprinted polymers and composite were in the following order: composite > Sty > copolymers > NVP. The results indicate that a very sensitive, selective, low-cost, and user-friendly sensor system can be fabricated for any metal by combining molecular imprinting approach and interdigital transducers. 
